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STUDY OF MESHING OF BEVELED GEARS WITH NORMALLY
DECREASING ARC TEETH
F. L. Litvin and Go Kay
We know of two versions of beveled gears, cut on machine tools /28*
of the Gleason type: a) with teeth of equal height; b) with teeth
of normally decreasing height.
The cutting scheme of the teeth of the former type of gear is
based on meshing of the cut gear with a flat originating gear.
kThe gear wheels, cut in this manner, are conjugate (the trans-
mission of rotation takes place with a constant gear ratio), the
surfaces of the ieth have point contact with different radii of
the cutting heads, and the working line on the surface of the tooth
the geometric point of contact of this surface — has a direc-
tion perpendicular to the direction of the longitudinal line of the
tooth [1].
The basis of the cutting scheme of gear wheels of the latter
type is meshing of the out gear wheel with a nou-planar originating
gear. The tooth surfaces of such gear wheels are not conjugate,
and the transmission of rotation is accomplished with a variable
i
gear ratio. The contact area is diagonal, since the working line
on the side surface of the tooth of the gear wheel is not ortho-
gonal to the longitudinal line of the tooth if the cutting of the
f	 teeth is carried out without special correction of the alignment.
On the convex side of the gear wheel teeth, the working line begins
at the tip of the inner part of the toothed ring and ends at the
head of the outer part of the toothed ring. On the concave side
of the teeth, the working line has an inverse nature. These char-
{	 acteristics of meshing are known in gear-cutting practice, and are
fi
examined in a number of studies [2,3].
*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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The present study is devoted to the analytic study of meshing
of gear wheels of the latter type, which are viewed as non-conjugate,
for which we utilize the methods for solving direct and inverse
problems, as set forth in the monograph of P. L. Litvin (1].
The authors obtained dependences which make it possible to
achieve conjugation of the surfaces of the teeth with their contact
at the midpoint. The results of the conducted study given below
coincide with the experimental data which are well-known in the
practice of gear cutting. The value of the utilized method of
study consists, in the opinion of the authors, of the possibility
of the objective evaluation of the utilized methods of correction
of the adjustment of the machine tools and the determination of 	 /29
the optimal magnitude of the adjustment parameters being corrected,
which ensure the absence of obliqueness of the contact and minimal
error of the gear ratio of the gear wheels. This method of study
becomes especially effective with the utilization of mathematical
computers for the calculations.
1. Direct and Inverse Problems of the Study of Gear Wheel Meshings
Known during the solution of the direct problem are the schematic
of the toothed mechanism, the absolute movements of both gear wheels
and the surface of the teeth of one of the wheels; it is necessary to
determine the surface of the teeth of the other wheel.
Known dur:.ng the solution of the inverse problem are the schem-
atic of the toothed mechanism and the surfaces of the teeth of both
wheels; it is necessary to find the law of movement in the form of
a function which associates the positions of the gear wheels. At
the same time, during the solution of this problem, in the case of
point contact, one may find the working lines of the surfaces of
the teeth of both wheels and the line of meshing.
In the system of coordinates, associated with the originating
gear, let the equations of both originating surfaces EP and Ep,
utilized for forming the surfaces of the teeth of the beveled gear
wheels with arc teeth, be known:
2
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r1, = r" . 011. 01);
According to the method of solution of the direct problem, we
will find the equations of the surfaces E 1 and E 2 of the teeth of
the gear wheels, which envelop the originating surfaces, in uhe
movable systems S 1 and S2:
( rrn 0 ,. TO;
(I)
0 1• V • , ) = 0
and
(2)
f= 0'	 +1:. +t:) = 0.
In these equations, *1 and ^2 are the angles of rotation of the i
originating wheels, and the functions f l and f 2 are the equations
of association between the parameters for the points of the character-
istic^. With a fixed value of , j (i=1,2), equations (1) and (2) are
the equations of the lines of contact of the wheels being cut and the
originating wheels in the systems S 1 and Sx; the locus of the points	 3
I
of the lines of contact form the surfaces of the teeth of the gear
wheels in the systems S 1 and S2.
i
In the next stage, which is solving the inverse problem, it is
necessary to examine the meshing of the gear wheels with one another, 	 {
and to find: a) the law of movement of the wheels; and b) the work-
ing lines on the surfaces of the teeth of both gear wheels.
In beveled toothed gearing, the wheels 1 and 2 execute rotary
movements. Let rotation by an angle 
`pi be imparted to wheel 1 with
its meshing with wheel 2. Then, the equations of the surface E l in
the fixed system So are written in the form: 	 /30
	
,.to = r j,n
 (u,. 0 1, Wt. T,);	 (3)
f, (rr i. 111. TO = 0.
As a result of rotation of wheel 1, wheel 2 rotates by an angle
T¢. The su::iace E 2 in the fixed system So is determined by the equa-
3
x
tions
r121 ::= r( I") ( ttsi 02, T2 (P.);
At the point of contact of the surfaces E 1
 and E 2 in the fixed
system So, they should have a common normal and
cn)
.I 	 n 
1,.'('21,
I^
IC; 	 (5)
where e (l) and ep2) are the unit vectors of the normal to the sur -
faces E 1 and E 2 in the fixed system So.
In order to determine the parameters u1, 01, 01, wi, u 21 1) 21 IP2 and
T1, it is necessary to make use of the following system of equations:
1•il	 _ ru	 I
ell = ^J .
	
IF l Oh, f>I, WI) = 0;	 (G)
In coordinate form, we will write the system of equations (6)
i
as:
xa(i;	 X I:I;= O 1
Ju	 J..
n	 o
ec° = er ;
P. — M	 1
e01 = e! )•
If 01 1 , 0 1 , VI) = 0:
A ( 11 21 152 , +H2)
In system (7), there are only seven independent equations, since
fe=:) ) ` -I- feu.) )' + f e=I) ) = = 1 (i = 1,2).
During the solution of the system of equations (7), one of the
parameters I [i 1 or 02 may be considered fixed. If 01 is considered as
given, then, as a result of the solution of the system of equations
A
. Vpj .
11Pi
Y
(7), the desired parameters ui, 01, Ti, uz, 02, Viz, T j will be
found. By substituting the obtained values of the parameters, with
varous ^1, into equations (1), (2) and (3) or (4), we will find the
working lines and the meshing line on the surfaces E 1 and E2.
The table of values of Ti and T¢, in the form of the function
T ¢ =f(Ti), represents the position function of the toothed gear
mechanism being studied. After differentiation of the function T¢=
f((Pi), we obtain the function of the gear ratio
d(PI
2. Coordinate Systems Used
	
/31
The originating wheel P i is associated with the coordinate
systems
X",, yn,• zw & Sn,, yvn Za, (rig. 1-4);
the system x u,1 , yu i , z
u•1 
is an auxiliary system, utilized for pre-
liminary recording of the originating surface. Here and subse-
quently, i-1,2, since two originating surfaces, which do not coin-
cide with one another, are utilized for cutting of wheels 1 and 2.
The cutting head is a set of
Zviblades of rectilinear profile
with a profile angle a i , which	 y"i'X"UI
form the o r iginating beveled	 yui
surface with their rotation
Fig. 1	 Fig. 2
	
IIN
5	 L'
around the axis x ui.
The coordinate system x ni ,
 yni, zni (Fig. 2-4) is an auxiliary
fixed coordinate system, in which the rotation of the originating
wheel is prescribed. The plane x
ni 
=0 is parallel to the plane which
is tangential to the bevel of the recesses of the gea r wheel being
cut. With cutting of the teeth, the originating wheel rotates around
the axis xni (^ i is the angle of rotation of the originating wheel).
The plane xni =0 is called the adjusting plane, dnd the product radius
r  of the cutting head and the angle (3 i , formed by the tangent to
the .longitudinal profile at the midpoint M  with the axis z Pi , are
prescribed in it.
The fixed system of coordinate.i xo, yo, zo is utilized for de-
termining the meshing line of the wheels being cut. The axis Oozo
coincides with the common generatrix of the initial bevels of the
gear wheels; Oo is the point of intersection of the axes of both
wheels. The system xo, yo, zo differs from x, yn , z n in the ro-
ni	 i	 i
tation around yni by an angle y i of the shank of the teeth of the
wheel being cut and in the displacement of Oo, relative to 0 , by /32
ni
Lsiny i ; L is the average generatrix of the initial bevel of the 	 j
wheels.
The coordinate system x k , y k , z k (k=1 a
the wheel being cut (Fig. 3-6). Rotation of
prescribed in the auxiliary fixed coordinate
(k=1 and 2), the z bk-axis of which coincides
ad 2) is associated with
the wheel being cut is
system xb k' yb k' zbk
with the zk-axis.
3. Equations of Originating Surfaces	 /33
In the system xu, , yu , z u. , the originating surface is de-
termined by the following equations (Fig. 1):
x„,=r,clg at — u, cos Oc t ; t
y„,=u, sin a, sin -5r;
	 1l	 (8)
z„,=u, sin a, cos 5,,
where ui , 0 i are independent parameters of the originating surface. 	 +
6
i;	 ?i	 It	 ,i
: ". ,
Pig. 3. Cutting diagram of convex side of tooth
of wheel 2
The index i=1,2 is related to the first and second originating
surfaces, respectively.
The unit vector of the normal to the originating surface (8) 	 /39
will have the form:
Bc,;	 drur
	
cu r = k ( a,,, x an ; )	 (9)
7
iOF
 
P001Z (^Ilji1L1{^.
op yp	 reference
plane
Fig. 4. Cutting diagram of concave side of tooth of
wheel 1
where k is the norming factor, and its projections are expressed by
the functions:	 /35
c,,,, = sIn Oct;
Cunt = Cos a t sin i?d	 (10)
C"' ,
 
= Cos a t Cos 01.
Utilizing the matrix of transition from the system 
xu i ' yu i
zu i
	 i
to the fixed system x n , y
ni 
, zn. (Fig. 2):
i
8
ak`^ "^l` 1 00,Oyt	
.
\ 1 	^r
yr	 r
r3o' ybr
Pig. 5
Pig. 6
1	 0	 0	 0
0 cos(gr—,V,) —sin(gr -N - brsin(gr—Vi)	 (l l)
0 sin (gr—+V+)	 cos (gt —+VI)	 b, cos (9, —+V+)
0	 0	 0
t'
we obtain the equations of the originating surface and the projections
of the unit vector of the normal in the system xni, ynir 
znir
9
ii
^i
0xn, — r i
 ctg a, — u, cos a,;
Un, = tit sin a t sin (01— Ili + V I ) - b, sin (q,
— 'Ni)
	 (12)
zn, — I,, sin at cos (01 — q, + JQ + b, cos (q,
Cxn, — sin a,;
eun, a cos a t sin (0, — q, + TO;
	 (13)
a,n, — cos a, cos (0 1
 — q, + +I',),
here, q i and b i are the mounting parameters of the cutting head.
The matrix of transition from the system x ui , yui , zui to the
system xo, Yo, zo is expressed thusly (Pigs. 3 and 4);
cos T,
	
:F sin T, sin (q,-+V,)
MMn u	
0	 cos (q, — +)',)
hlnu =an
,	 ^	 ,r	 ±slnT, cos T, sin (q,—+V,)
0	 0
	
:F;sInT, cos (q,—+p,) 	 ^:b,sinT,cos(q,—+I',)fLsinrl cos T,
it
— sin (q,—+P,)	 —b, sin (q,-I)	 (14)
cos T, cis (q,--+p,)	 b, cos T,ccs (qt —+I'd+L sin' T,
0	 1
Utilizing matrix (14), we obtain the equations of the origi-
nating surfaces and the unit vectors of the normals in the system
x o, Yo, zo:
xopj l = (r,ciga,— ti t cos a,;=Lsin TI) (COS T,:r-
=Fa,sina,s1nT,cos(0,—q,-+(,):Fb,sinT,cos(q,—V,);
yo°j1=u , sin a, sin (01- q,- +hJ —b, sin ( q , —+I',);	 (1b)
z0(10 — + (r, cig cc, — u j cos :i t ±LsinT,)sinT,-I-
+u, sin a, cosT,cos(0,—q,-' I t) +b, cos r, cos (q,—V,);
e; .	sin at cos Ti :F cos a, sin - I cos (01 — Il i +- i);
esn, l = cos a t sin (01 — q, + Tt),	 (I G)
e;11 = ^ sin a, sin r, + cos a, cos T, cos (0 1 — q, I
In equations ( 14), (15) and (16), the upper sign is related to /36
the case of cutting of the second wheel (i=2), and the lower sign
is related to cutting of the first wheel (i=1).
Subsequently, we will also need the equations of the unit vec-
tors of the normal to the theoretical originating surface, utilized
for cutting of wheels with teeth of equal height, in the system xo,
10
Yo, zo -
By substituting y i =O into egt,ation (16), we obtain
cX. =sill a;	 lu	 ei,.=Cos a sin (0 -9-I-V) }	 (17)
H	 e.,° cos a cos;(0
 —q -I- 0 . JJJ
For the midpoint ^=O and ,^ =90°-fl+qt therefore, for this point, the
projection of the unit vector of the normal is determined by the
equations
ex°,^— sin a;
C(P)	 cos a cos (i;	 ( I S)
t
	
	
er°1acosasin3,
r
where a is the nominal angle of the profile of the cutter; 0 is the
nominal angle of the spiral.
of
The equations of the surfaces of the gear wheel teeth will be
found by utilizing the method of solution of the direct problem.
The equations of association between the parameters u2, 02f
^2 for the points of the characteristic (lines of contact of the
originating surface and the surface being cut Ep and E Z ) are ob-
tained by making use of the condition that the normal, at the point
of contact of the surfaces of the teeth, should pass through the
axis of meshing — the instantaneous axis of rotation in the rela-
tive movement [1,4]. For our case, this axis is 0ozo— the common
generatrix of the axoids of the originating gear wheel and the gear
wheel being cut. From Figure 3, it is evident that the axis of
rotation of the originating wheel makes an angle with the axis of
^	 meshing on the machine tool which is equal to 90° — y Z . Therefore,
	
F
tl	 the axoid of the originating gear wheel is a cone, aria, according
to the form of the axoid, the originating wheel is called beveled.
11.
The axis of meshing Oozo in the system x jj2 , yn2, zn2 is deter-
mined by the equations
Yn, n 0;
L sin 7, + Xn
Z	 = l t;Ta,	 (19)
where Xn2' Y n2 , Zn2 are the coordinates of the current point of the
axis of meshing Oozo.
The normal to the originating surface (12), which intersects
the axis of meshing, is determined by the equations
	
Xn,—xn = Ynt—Vn
' 
_ 
Zn, —zn, 	 (20)
Based on equations (12), (13), (19), we can use equation (20)	 /37
to find the following association between the parameters u 2 , 02,
^ 2:
Iu. —(r. clga..+L sin T.) cos a..I sin (02—q.-(-'M-
-b.sin(q.—V.)sIna.,+b. cos a.lg7 2 sin0. =0.	 (21)
Having examined equations (8) and (12) together, we will de-
termine the line of contact (characteristic) on the originating
surfacrt:.
In order to obtain the equations of the surface of the teeth
of gear wheel 2 in the system x2 1 y 21 z 2 , we will make use of the
product of the matrices M 2b2Mb2n2 , which expresses the transition
from x112, yn2, zn. to x21 Y21 z 2 (Fig. 3),
cos gyp, cos 8 6 , sin W, cos N, sin 8 6 ,	 L sin T, cos Ws cos 8b,'
—sincp.cosbb, ens. —sincp.sinbb, —Lsinr.sin(p.cos8b,
Meb,Mb,n. _	
ry
— sin bb,	 0	 cos bb .	 L sin Ts
0	 0	 0	 I
(22)
i
up	Here, 'p 2 is the angle of rotation of wheel 2 around the axis Oozb
with its meshing with the originating wheel, with
12
'i
RLIJ
COS is
sin 69'
For a direct transition from 
x u2 , yu2, z u2 to x2. Y22 z2,
one must make use of the product of the matrices 
M2b2M62n2Mn2u2'
the matrix M n2u was represented earlier by expression (11). After
transformations, we obtain
R A-
11(V) b ) c12) L sin T2 als) } b2c12)
M2b,Mb,mM n 'U.
 _
a2(' b;) c2x1 L sin T2 a?' 1	 62c2s)
a2t1 b; c221 L sin T2 a22) + b2c(32)
0 0 0 1
(23)
where
1112) = cas (p2 cos by,;
a(.2) = — sin rye cos bs,;
112z> =_
 
sin bb,;
b12) 
= sin (p2 cos (q.2 — 2 1 = cos T2 sin b&, sin (q2 — 1+2);
b.2) =cos rye cos (q2 — q 2) — sin rye sin by, sin ( q2 — 1P2);
b22 ) = cos b b, sin (q2 
— 42):
CJ( 2)
 
= — sin (F2 sin ( q2 —	 + cos rye sin b t,, cos (q2 — V)2);
.722) = — cos (p2 sin	 sin	 sill 66, cos	 J)2);
c22) 
= cos bs, cos ( q2 — +)•21.
Based on equations (8), (23) and (21), the surface of the teeth
of wheel 2 is determined by the equations:
x2 =(r•2 ctg 11 2 — u2 Cos a.+LstnT 2 ) a (2) + 11 2 sin a. sin 02b12)+ l /38
+ ( 11 2 sin a2 ws 0. + b2) cit1
J2 = (r2 cig 12 — u 2 cos a 2 + L sin T•e) n;2) + 112 sin 112 sin ID2 1221 +
+ (112 sin 11 2 cos ¢2 + b2) c221;	 (2
z2 = (r2
 c(g 112 — u2 cos a 2 + L sin T2 ) a(2) + u2 sin a 2 sin 0..)221 •{-
+ (u 2 sin a 2 cos 152 + ba) c22);
(u2 — (r2 clg a2 + L sin T2) cos a 2 ) sin (112 — q2 + +V2) +
+ b2 (cos a 2 lg T2 sin 02 — sin a 2 sin (q2 — +N2 ) i = 0.
Having used a similar means of derivation, the surface of the
teeth of wheel 1 will be represented by the following equations:
13
f
e.
x,=(r,ctg a,—u, Cos a,—LsinT,)a;') {-u I sin a, sin 0,bi' ) {-
-[- (u, sin a, cos 0 1 -)- b,) 0).
,=(r,ciga,— it, Cos a,—LsinT,)a(')+ u, sin a, sin O,b,')-{- 	 j
-[- (u, sin a, cos 0 1 + b,) c!');
z,=(r,ctga,—u,ccsa, — L sin TOa(' ) -}- it, sin a t sin O,ba')-{	
(25))
-[- (u, sin a, cos 0 1 + b,) c3');
l— u+ + (r, ctg a, — L sin T,') cos a, i sin (0 1 — q+ -f • +p,) -I-
-)- b, [cos a, tg T, sin 0 1 -)- sin a, sin (q+ — +p +) i = 0.
Here
ai'^ = cos Ti cos 86i;
a,'^ = sin (p, cos 86,;
a, = sin 8b,;
b;`^=-- sin +p, Cos (q, —+p,)— Cos cp, sin bb, sin (q,-
b,' ) = Cos (pi cos (q, — tp,) — sin g, sin 8 6, sin (q, —+p,);
b; =cos 8 b, sin (q,—+^,);
clW = sin (p, sin (q, —+p,) — cos q, sin 8 6, cos (q, — +p,);
— cos (p, sin (q, — +p,) — sin q), sin bb, cos (q, —+p,);
c( ') = cos 8 6, cos (q, —+p,);
cgs Tiq),
° +p + sin8,
c
	 Cutting Head
The selection of the parameters of the cutting heads and pre-
liminary adjustment of the machine tool obeys the condition that
the surfaces of the teeth of the gear wheels, with their contact
at the midpoint, should be conjugate, i.e., with the transmission
of rotation by the gear wheels, the instantaneous gear ratio will
be equal to the prescribed ratio.
For this purpose, it is necessary that both of the originating
surfaces and the surfaces of the teeth of the gear wheels contact
one another at the midpoint M  (i=1,2) (Figs. 3 and 4), which re-
presents the point of intersection of the axes 0 n. zn, and Ooze.
The axis Ooze coincides with the common generatrix of the initial
bevels of the beveled wheels, and with the absence of errors of 	 /39
the wheels, becomes their axis of rotation in relative movement.
14
r
i
Contact of the originating surface and the surface of the teeth
of the wheel being cut at the midpoint M  may be achieved by using
adjustment of the generating chain of the machine tool. For this
purpose, the gear ratio of the generating chain should be determined
from the equation:
t	 Vj	 In It	 ( r 
= 1, 2, k = 1, 2). 	 (26)P!k
 = (Pk
	
Cos  T,
What is more, if both of the originating surfaces contact one
another at the point M i , then, as is not difficult to see, this
condition determines simultaneously that the surfaces of the teeth
of the gear wheols will also contact one another at Mi.
For this purpose, it is necessary that the radius-vectors and
the unit vectors of the normals at the point M  are equal, i.e.,
r(PJ _ r(PJ;
a	 n
(27)
e(P.) = c(PJ,
a	 n
Utilizing equations (15), (16) and (27) of the originating 	
b
surfaces and the unit vectors of the normals in the system xo, yo,
	
I
zo, with i=0, we obtain:
(r, clga,—u, Cos a,— L sin T I ) Cos y,+ u, sin a, sin T, Cos (01—q,)+
i-L, sin g, Cos q,= (r2 cig a; — u: COS a2 +L sin T2 ) COS T,--	 l
— u., sin a 2 sin y2 Cos (02 — q2) — b2 sin T2 Cos q2;
u, sin a, sin (0 1 — q,)—b, sin q,= u.2 sinx2 sin (t12 —Q—b 2 sin q 2 ;	 } (28)
— 
(r,ctga,—u,cosa,—LsinT,)sin T,=u, s i ll a,cosT,cos(01—q,)+
d- b, cos T, cos q, = (r2 ctg a2 — u. cos x 2 -i- L sin y2) sin T2
-1- u2 sin %2 cos T2 cos (152 — q2 ) + b2 cos T2 cos q.2;
sin s, Cos T,+ cos a, sin T, Cos (0 1 —q,)= sin a2 cosy2-
- cos a 2 sin T2 COS (0'—q2);
cos a, sin (:3, — q,) = cos x2 sin (02
 — q2);	 }	 (29)
— sin a, sin y,+ Cos a, Cos T,(tl,—q,) =sin a 2 sin T2 +
+ cos a 2 cos y 2 cos (02 — Q.
For the midpoint M iu i =r i /sina i , 0 i=90°-0 i+q i . After substi-
tution of these values into equations (28), one may see that r(pl)=
r(P2)
Having substituted the above into equations (29), we obtain
15
A,
. SAM
sina,cos T7 -cosa2 sin T2 sin P2 =sin a,cosy,+ Cos cc, sin I , , sin PI;
cos a, cos p2 = cos a, cos P:: I (30)s ina2 slI' T2 - COS a2 COS T2 sin p 2 = - • sin a, sin T,-F Cos a, Cos T, sin Pl. 
Contained in system (30) are four unknowns: all a 2 , B, and 82;
of the three equations of this system, however, only two are inde-
pendent.
We will obtain the missing equations for determining the un-
knowns by utilizing the following conditions.
1. We will require that, at the midpoint, there will occur
	 /90	 !
simultaneous contact of the three originating surfaces: two prac-
tical, utilized for cutting of the gear wheels using decreasing
teeth, and one theoretical, utilized for cutting of wheels with 	 a i
teeth of equal height. For this purpose, proceeding from equations
(18) and (30), we will obtain
sin a: cos T2 - COS a2 sin T2 sin (i2 =sin a, cos Ti +
+ Cos a, sin T, sin (3, =sin a;
cos a2 cos P2 = cos a, CUs p, = cos a cos (i;	 (31)
sin a2 sin T2 + cos a 2 cos T2 sin (i 2 =
sin a, sin T,+ cos a, cos Ti sin P, - Cos a sin (3. )
1
In system (31), of the six equations, four are independent.
After transformations, we will find the following four equations
for determining a l , ax, Bi and 62:
sin a,= Cos Tj sin a± sin Ti cos a sin 3;	 (32)
cos P, _ cos a cos 3	
33
cos a,	 ( >
Here and subsequently, the upper sign is related to the case
,
of cutting of the second wehel (i=2), and the lower sign — to the
case of the first wheel (i=1).
It is necessary to note that, with the given selection of the
parameters a l , a 2 , a, and 0 2 , the angle of meshing on the surface of
16	 I
the teeth of the wheel being cut at the midpoint will bo equal to
the nominal value of the angle of meshing, i.e., 200.
2. The second possibility of representation of the missing
equations is based on the fact that the values of the angles a l and
0 2 are calculated according to the known approximate formula, used
in gear-cutting practice
0
a^=ate z sin P( tg n-L tg T,) n	 (34)
The angles Si and 02, after the determination of a i , should be
calculated from the equations in (30). After transformations, we
obtain
In a, -- sin a " cos i`: —' 7J .	 35sin Pi =	 Cos a t sin (7e = 70	 ( )
sin.	 sin as Cos ft,+ d—sin at 	 (36P	 Cos as sin (T; _ ,)
	 )
We would note that, in this case, the angle of meshing at the
midpoint, strictly speaking, is no longer equal to 200.
Calculation of the remaining parameters of the cutting heads and
their setting is carried out according to the following formulas 	 i
(Figs. 3 and 4):
r,=r„:F K -TLsin;,tga,; 	 (37)
LCosr,—r, sin 3,
clg q, =	 ri cos 3,	 (38)
r, cos R 1	 (30)
b, — sin q,
where ru is the nominal radius of the cutting head; W is the set
of the blades.
In gear-cutting practice, the following approximate dependences /41
[3,2) have been utilized for the calculation of 6 i before now:
17
P, = P :FT,Iga
 Cos 0,
Pi = P :F are 6g (tg a cos P tg r,).
The equations given in the present paragraph for determining
the parameters of the cutting heads and the data for adjusting the
machine tool are more precise than those presently used in gear-
cutting practice, namely:
a) in equation (38), the distance of the midpoint M  from the
axis 0 Pi x pi is taken as Lcosy.1 , rather than L, as had been used until
now [2,3); b) new dependences are obtained, which associate a l , az,
01 and 132-
6. Determination of the Line of Meshina, the Workin g Lines on the
aces of the Teeth, the P
During the solution of this problem, as indicated in paragraph
1, it is necessary to find the equations of the surfaces of the teeth
of both gear wheels, and the projection of the unit vector of the
normals to the surfaces in the fixed system xo, y o, zo.
For this purpose, it is necessary to make use of the product
of the matrices Mo b2. Mb 22 , which expresses the transition from xz,
y z, zz to xo, y o, zo (Fig. 5) .
cos 8, cos ipx — cos d, sin cp: — sin Sz 0
	
sin (p.-	 Cos G':	 0	 0
sin6,cosW: —sinb,sin(p_ 	 cos 6.	 0
	
0	 0	 0	 1
For a. direct transition from x uz , yuz, zuz to xo, y o, zo, one
should utilize the product of the matrices Mob2Mb22M2b2Mb2n2Mn2u2'
The product of the matrices Mz b z Mbznz Mnzuz was represented earlier
by expression (23). After transformations, we obtain
18
Al':
= A'x)
A ax)
0
where
A
Brmt
Bx(x)
Blx)J
0
b,Mb,:
C^x)
C2(x)
CO.)
0
Al"
1 	
11
+
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Mxb,M NYVI,,,u, _
L sin rxA,x) + bxCix)
L sin rsA 'sx) + bxCjst
L sin r,A!,x) + b.C7x)	 (41)
 = Cos b, cos lip. — ry,) cos 66, -i- sin 6,s In bb,;
A x) = sin ((p. — ry,) Cos bb,;
A,xt
 = sin 8, cos (rP;, — TO Cos b b , -- cos b, sin bb,;
Box) = cos 8, cos (rP. — (p,) sin b b, sin (q, — +p,) --
- cos b, sin (rP. — TO cos (q, — q,) — sin b, cos 86, sin (q, — y),);
B'x)
 =sin r	 sinb sin	 cos	 ,cos	 +>.,( Px — ryx)	 b,	 ( qx — Y:) _'	 r(Px — P.)	 (qs —
/42
B;112) = sin b, cos (T. — (p,) sin b b, sin (^, — +p,) -
- sin b, sin ((p. — T,) cos ( qx — 'I :) + cos b., cos bb , sin (qx — 1Px);
Cox) = cos b, cos (qy — (p,) sin bb
 cos (9. — V:) F
-F cos b, sin (T. — TO sin (q, — V'x) — sin b, cos bb, cos (q•: —+11,);
C22) = s I n (rP. — rp.) sin bb, cos (q•: — V::) — Cos (ry. — (p,) sin ( qx — 111x).
CM = sin b, cos ((p2 —
 (px) sin 66, cos (q2 — 1112) +
+ sin b, sin (T. — rp,) sin (q, — +11,) + cos b, cos bb, cos (q, —
F
Based on (8), (21), (41) and (10), (41), we obtain the equations 	 ^^•
of the surface of the teeth of wheel 2, and the projection of the
unit vector of the normal e.o 2) in the system xc, y o, zo
xi(i ) _ (r, clg a, — u, cos a, + L sin rx) :I ll" + u, sin a, sin O,B O) +
+ (u, sin a, COS 0, + b,) C(Ix);
y (9;) _ (r, Ctg ax — u, cos a, + L sin r,) AP ) + u, sin ax si n t?. M" )
 +
+ (u, sin a, cos fl, + bx) Csxt; 	 (42)
X;,"') _ (r, ctg (%, — u, cos a, + L sin T. .4;x) + u, sin a, sin 15 B!,x) +
+ (u, sin a, cos try, + bx) C(x);
•lux — (r, ctg ax + L sin TO cos a, I sin (try•, — qx + +112) +
+ b, [cos ax tgr, sin try, — sin a, sin (q, —,y,)J = 0;
g,12) =sin a, Al +cos ax sin try,Blxt +cos a, costry,Clx);
e14 = stn ax A!x) + cos ax sin try,B:x) + cos ax cos try,C:x) ;	 (43)
e;; ) = sin ax A;() + cos ax sin &B;2) + cos a, COS t?,C ( 'J) . f i
i^
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One may similarly determine the surface of the teeth and the
projection of the unit vector of the normal for wheel 1, which are
expressed by the equations
xo' ) — (r, cig a, — u, cos a l — L sin T,) A (1 i1 + u 1 sin a, sin 0 1 B, t1 +
+ (it, sin a, cos 81 . —,b ,) Cii1;
Jo ) = (r, cig a t — u l cos a, — L sin Tl) .40 ) + u, sin a, sin {?,B," -1-
+ (u, sin a, cos 01 _ b l ) C!.');
z _ (r ci a	 it, cos x	 L sin ) .4^' ) -I- ,t, sin a sin 0 B' ) o1 ' )	 ^ g t — +	 t—	 r^+	 t	 t .,! t
-1- (u, sin a, cos 0 1 ; b,) C; );
I —u, + (r, cig a,—L si n T,) cos a l l sin (0 1 — qt -1- +p,) +
+ b, (cos al igT, sin 1D i + sin x, sin (q, —+I)))1 = 0
and
e(:) — sin a l AL1) + cos a, sin 0 1 Bi ) -I- cos a, cos 01C1');
e,,; )
 = sin a,Ao) + cos a, sin 0 1 BS1) -I-• cos a, cos fl,C;' ) ;	 (45)
ei; 1 = sin a,A,' ) + cos a, sin +4,B;' ) + cos a, cos 0A"; J
In these equations	 /43
A 1, t1 = cos 8, cos Opi —(p,) cos bo, -1- sin 8 1 sin 6b,,	 j
t	 iiA.,	 sin Op, —+p,) cos 80,;
A!,' ) _ — sin 8 1 cos (+pi •— (p,) cos 8 1,, -I- cos 6 1 sin 80,;
B (, ' ) _ — cos 8 1 cos Op, — )p,) sin 6 b, sin (q, — +p,) -I-
	 i
+ cos 6 1 sin ((p, — )p,) cos (q, — +p,) + sin 8 1 cos bo, sin (q,
B;,)= sin (W, — (p,) sin 86, sin (q, — +I',) -f- cos Opi — (p,) cos ( q , — W, );
sin 61 Cos (cpl — (p i ) sin 8o, sin (q,— IN) -
-sin 8 1 sin Op, — (p,) Cos (q, — (p,)+Cos 8 1 cos So, sin (q,-+p,);
.0 ) = — Cos 6 1 Cos Opl- (p i ) sin 8o, Cos (q,— +p,)-
- cos 6 1 sin (rp, — (p i ) sin (q, — +p,) + sin 8 1 cos 80 , cos (q,
C; 11 = sin (Tj—(pi ) sin 8b , Cos (q, -+ Pi) —Cos (TL —(pi) sin (q,
,Ca) = sin 8 1 cos Opp. — (p t) sin br,, cos (q, — + pt) -1-
-}- sin 8 1 sin Op; — 9 1 ) sin (q, — +p,) -I- cos 8 1 cos bo, cos (q, - +p,).
In order to determine the point of contact of the surfaces of
both wheels, it is necessary to make use of the system of equations
xoi) = X").	 *
Jot) _ y(2).	 I	 '{{
.ZW= 
Z(2).	 .^(
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a) = 0191;	 (40)
Cs,	 Cr,(:)	 1z),°  ,
(—il l +(r, ctg a,—L sin T I ) cosa i l sin (0,—q,+%) 1-.
+ bl [cos a, l9T1
 sin 0 1 - stn a, sin (q, —+p,)] o 0;
[tin —(r2 ctg a,+L sin T2 ) cos al l sin (Oa —q2 j (p2) +
+ b2 (cos a 2 tg T2 sin 02 — sin an sin (q2 — %)1 = 0,
From analytic geometry (5), it is common knowledge that the
coefficients of formulas of transformation of rectangular coordinates
are associated by the following equations:
(A'"P + (A(" 1 2 + (An 1 2 
° I'[ B " 1 1 2 +1Bs''1'+18° 1 1 2 — i' (47)
I C i"1 2 + IC"]'+ IC31 '1 1 2 = l; J
A,"B," + As"B;'' + A(') B(') 0;
B i"Ci" + BI"C'" + B("C(" = 0; t	 (48)
2	 2
or
	
/44
I"2 1"2_ (Q 2
_	
f
IA2"1 2 +IB.") 1 2 +IC2"'1: 	1;	 (49)
(As"1 2 + (/3(' 1 1 2 + ICs"1 2 = I;
A;') ,t(" + B(Ir)B (11)+ CafC;r) = 0; 	 I
A (" A(" + B1"Bs"+ Cs"C(n = 0;	 }	 (50)
A(f)A(I') + B("Bi" + Q(t)di" = 0. II
In these equations, i=1,2.
From equations (46), it is evident that
fx,l ' ) 1 2 +(Y010 1+Izo"T=1x(21 1 2 + 0(2) 1 2 + ( z ,1i 1 1 2 	(51)'
and
e(l)x(l) +. e(gyW + elnz(') = eo)x(2) + e(2)y(2) + e(2)z(2).	 (52}
x, o	 Ya o Z. o	 X. n	 Yo o	 2. o
By substituting expressions (42), (44) into (51), expressions
(42), (43), (44), (45) into (52), and takinq dependences (47), (48)
into account, after transformations, we obtain
,I
i
1i
I`
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(r, ctg a t — it, cos a, — L sin r,)' + (it, sin x, sin 0 1 )' -I• (it, sin a, cos 0 1 + b,)' _
(r, cig as — u, cos as -I- L sin r,)' + (u, sin as sin 0,)' +
+ (tt, sin a, cos 0 2 + b,)';	 (53y
sin a, (r, ctg a, — L sin TO + b, cos a, cos 01
— sin a,(r,clga,+L sin r,)+b, Cos a, Cos 0,. 	 (54)
In order to determine the parameters u l , 01, Ti, lit, 0 2, ^21
T¢, utilizing dependences (53), (54) and (39), we will obtain the
following system of equations:
( — it, + (r t ciga, — L sin r,)cosa,I sin (0,
— q,+ +V,) +
+b,Icosa t tgr, sin O 1 + sin a, sin (q,—+h,)I=0; (a)
sin a, (r, cig a, — L sin TO + b, cos a, cos 0 1 _
=sina 2 (r3 clga 2 +Lsinr,)_, b,cosa,cos0,; (il)(r, ctg a,— it, Cos a,—Lsinr,) 2 +(tt, sin a, sin 0,)'+
+(it, sin a,cosO,-t-b,)' _(r, ciga,—u-1cosa,+Lsinr,)' +
+(u,sins,sin0,)'+(t,stn x, cos0,-I-ba)'; (c)
Itt, — (r, ctg a, -I- L sin TO cos x(d sin P. — q, + +p,) +
+b,lcosa,lgr,sinO 2 —sin x;sin(q,=+1:,)1=0; (a)
sin a,Aln -I- cos «, sin O,B (I I) _ cos x, cos O,CI ) =
= sin a,Al'I 
+ 
cos a, sin O,B; -^- cos a, cos O,CI' ) ; (e)
sin a,/1," + cos a, sin O,B, I) -I- cos x, cos O,C,II =
= sin a,A(' ) -I- cos a, sin O,B;'' _ cos a, cos O,C," ) ; ()
(r, ctg a, — u, cos a, — L si n r,) A"' = u, sin a, si n 0 10 ) +
+ (u, sin a, cos 01 + b,) C21n = V. cig a, — tt, cos a, -I-
+L sin TOAI° ) -i-u, sin a,sin0 2B2(2) +(uesina,cosO,+b 2)Cu(", (g),
(55^
I'1
where *1 is a fixed parameter, and ul, O1, (Tl — T!), u 2, 02, ^2 and
((p 2-(p¢) are the desired parameters.
The system of equations. (55) is nonlinear, and it is necessary ./45
to utilize the method of sequential approximations for its solu-
tion. With a fixed value of ^1, prescribing the value of 0 1 , we will
find u l and 0 2 from equations (55a) and (55b), and then, knowing the
values of ul, 0 1 and 0 2 , we will determine u 2 from (55c); by sub-
stituting u2, 02 into equation (55d), we will obtain ^2	 Knowing
O1r ^1, O2 and ^2, and solving (55e) and (55f) together, we will
find (!p (-(P 1 ) and	 If, with a fixed value of ^1, the obtained
magnitudes of u l , 0 1 , T(, u21 02, ^2, 'I¢ do not satisfy the calcu-
lation process set forth above, then values of ul, 01, Ti, u21 0 2, V21
22
'F¢, which satisfy the system of equations in (55), will not yet be
found.
By substituting the obtained values into equations (44); (24)
and (25), we will find the coordinates of the point of the line ok
meshing, and the point of contact on the surfaces of the teeth of
wheels 1 and 2.
By utilizing the obtained data of Ti and 'F¢ , one may compile
the position function of the wheels: 'F¢=f('F)) in tabular form.
Their instantaneous gear ratio may be determined by two means:
a) differentiation of the position function; b) determination of
the position of the instantaneous axis of rotation of the gear
wheels. In the latter case, by utilizing the coordinates of the
point of contact of the surfaces of the teeth in the fixed system
So (coordinates of the point of the meshing line) and the projection
of the unit vector of the normal at :his very same point, it is
necessary, by extending the normal, to determine the point M of 	 j
intersection of the normal with the plane of the axes of the gear
wheels. The line OoM, where Oo is the point of intersection of 1`r
the axes of the wheels, is the instantaneous axis of rotation of
the wheels in relative movement.
7. Calculation Example
Examined herein is the case of cutting of gear wheels with a
gear ratio i12 = 1, in which, as is common knowledge, the area of
contact has a sharply-pronounced diagonal nature. The direction
of the teeth on wheel 1 is to the right, and on wheel 2 — to the
left; the number of teeth Z 1 =Z 2 =20, the face modulus m s =10 mm, the
nominal value of 0=35 1 , the angle of meshing a=20 0 , and the width of
the ring B=40 mm. The nominal radius of the cutting head ru 152.4
mm, and the set of the blades W=1.524 mm. The method of cutting of
the teeth is one-sided.
Utilizing geometric calculation of the ENIMS system (2), and
the calculation formulas for adjustment of the machine tool, set
23
forth in section 5 1 we will obtain the following values of the
parameters of mashing of the gear wheels, the cutting heads and
the adjustment of the machine tool:
1111001
	 1 Mice)	 2
Average gonoratr:x L, min	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 121,4214 121,4214
Angle of initial	 bevel 6 1 , degrees .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 45 45
Shanl; angle y 1 ,	 degrees .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 4,125308 4,125303
Angle of inner bevel S b1 , degrees.	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 40,87460 40,87400
Blade angle a1,
	
degrees.	 .	 . 14,02072 22,37028
Angle of spiral	 in reforonce plane 0 1 , degrees	 36,24503 33,78168
Generating radius ri, min .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 155,0378 148,0431
Angular setting qi, mm .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 77,05435 72,50271
Radial	 setting bi,	 imn .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 120,0421 120,0173
Gear ratio of generating chain i. .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 0,7080436 0,7089430
Pik
With the utilization of the system of equations in (55), the 	 /46
following results are obtained.
Angle of rotation ^1 of originating wheel	 P1,	 °. -5 0 1.5
Parameters of originating surface Ej1 : P
01,	 degrees .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 183,:10 130,81 128,25	 j
u l,	 mm	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 517,24 514.88 512,45 (^
Parameters of originating surface E12:
0:,	 degrees.	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 131,21 128,72 128,16	 1
U2, mm 392.21 388.08 385,08
Angle of rotation V2 of originating wheel P2,
	 °• -5,05 0 5,014
Angle of rotation cpi of wheel	 1,	 degrees	 .	 . -7,353 0 -
Angle of rotation m:_ of wheel	 2, degrees	 .	 . __7,28 0 -
Coordinates of point of woshing line, mm:
xb
rr	
.	
.	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	
.	 .	 .	 .	 . -2,6 0,00 2,7
Yd 's	.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . _a,l 9,66 a,5((1
z0 116,4 121,42 126,2
Coordinates of point of contact of surface of
teeth of wheel 1, mm:
x l	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
.-84,2 --85,80 -
Y 1 	 •	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 4,7 0.00 -zl	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 80,5 85,86 -
Coor mate	 of point
toot of wheel 2, 61m:
of contact on surface of
X2	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 80,(1 85,86 -
Y 2	 •	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 4,2 0,00 -
z2	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 84,1 85,86 -
Presented in Figure 7,a is the projection of the working line
of the surface of the teeth of wheel 1 on the plane x 1 0oz 1 , and in
Figure 7,b - the projection of the working line of the surface of
the teeth of wheel 2 on the plane x20oz2. 	 k
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Pig. 7. Projections of working lines of surfaces
of teeth of gear wheels
The enumerated calculations and constructions (Pig. 7) indi-
cate that, with the recommended method of calculation of the para-
meters of the cutting heads and the adjustment of the machine tool,
the working lines pass through the designated midpoints of the sur-
faces of the teeth, but the contact area has a diagonal form, while /97
the gear ratio of the wheels is not constant. The indicated de-
fects may be decreased by correction of the adjustment of the
machine tool, but this should be the subject of a special study.
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